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Abstract. Existing organisational centred multi-agent systems regulate
agents’ activities. However, population/environmental changes may lead
to a poor fulfilment of system’s goals, and therefore, adapting the whole
organisation becomes key. In this paper, we propose to use Case-Based
Reasoning learning to adapt norms that regulate agents’ behaviour. Moreover, we empirically evaluate this approach in a P2P scenario.

1

Introduction

Developing Multi Agent Systems (MAS) is a complex task due to the diﬃculties
of having ﬂexible and complex interactions among autonomous entities. Organising such systems to regulate agent interactions helps to predict/regulate the
system’s evolution within certain bounds. However, certain environmental or
population changes may decrease its ability to achieve its organisational goals.
Thus, adapting such an organisation is now becoming an important topic [10].
Concerning this adaptation, we propose to add an Assistance layer [6] in
charge of it, instead of expecting agents to increase their behaviour complexity
—it is relevant in open MAS, since there is no control over agent code. In particular, we use this layer to adapt norms that are part of system’s organisation.
Notice, that these norms regulate agents’ activity by bounding their actions, but
agents still keep its degree of freedom to choose their actual actions. Thus, this
additional layer can adapt the organisation while preserving agents’ autonomy.
However, the relationship between these norms and system’s outcomes makes
the adaptation process very complex, since there is no direct mapping among
them. Such a process can be coded by the system designer or learnt. Though,
due to diﬃculties to deﬁne an optimal mechanism, we advocate by the learning
approach. In this paper, we use a Case-Based Reasoning method, which faces
new situations based on past experience [2]. As an illustration, we present a
Peer-to-Peer sharing network (P2P) scenario where computers contact among
them to share some data. In such a scenario, the relationship among computers’
activity, the network traﬃc and the time required to share a datum is complex.
Next section 2 provides details on related previous work. Afterwards, our
proposal is described in sections 3-4 and evaluated in section 5. Finally, our
conclusions are presented in section 6.
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Related Work

Within MAS area, organisation-centred approaches regulate open systems by
means of persistent organisations —e.g. EI [11]. Even more, several of these approaches oﬀer mechanisms to update their organisational structures at run-time
—e.g. Moise+ [4]. However, most work on adaptation maps organisational goals
to tasks and look for agents with capabilities to perform them —e.g. OMACS
[10]. Consequently, these approaches cannot deal with scenarios that lack of this
goal/task mapping, like our case study. In order to deal with this sort of scenarios, our approach uses norms to inﬂuence agent behaviour, instead of delegating
tasks. Speciﬁcally, our approach uses a norm adaptation mechanism based on
social power. In this sense, there are other works that also use the leadership of
certain agents to create/spread norms —e.g. the role model based mechanism [9].
Besides, most works on norm emergence are agent-centred approaches that depend on participants’ implementation and they rarely create/update persistent
organisations —e.g. infection-based model [15].
Relating norms and overall system behaviour is a complex issue that increases
its intricacy when there is no control over participant’s implementation. In our
approach, this task is distributed among some empowered agents that ﬁnally
reach an agreement about norm updates. Currently, they use a voting scheme
to agree on actual norms, but they could use some other agreement mechanisms
present in the literature —e.g. argumentation protocols [3]. In particular, these
agents take their local decisions using the Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) learning
technique described in [2], which faces new situations based on past experience.
The Autonomic EI [5] also use CBR to adapt their organisation, taking a centralised approach. On the contrary, we take a distributed approach both at the
processing and knowledge levels as deﬁned in [14].
Regarding our P2P scenario, there are network management perspective approaches that try to promote local communications but they cannot directly
act on network consumption to balance net capacity and traﬃc —e.g. P4P [16].
From a MAS angle, there are works where agents adapt local norms using local
information but they cannot reason/act at an organisational level —e.g. [12].

3

Assistance in P2P Scenario

Our approach consists in providing support to the coordination of agents —see
coordination support in [6]. In fact, we proposed a generic Two Level Assisted
MAS Architecture (2-LAMA [8]) to help agents to participate in
Table 1. Results in P2P scenario
time
cNet h data cML
BT 941.2 205344.1 3.4 11.0
2L.a 834.9 293526.7 2.9 35.9 5133.3
2L.b 741.5 292357.7 3.0 33.8 4694.1
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Fig. 1. 2-LAMA in P2P scenario

organisational-centred MAS. We use this generic architecture to develop systems that self-adapt their organisation depending on their evolution. In particular, we model our Peer-to-Peer sharing network case study (P2P) as a MAS
with two level of organised agents —see Figure 1. Both levels share the same
goal, which is that all participant agents obtain the data by consuming minimum
time. On the one hand, we model the set of computers that share some data as
agents (AgDL = {P1 . . . Pn }) within a domain-level (DL). Its single role peer
and the relationships among them (i.e. the overlay network) conform the social
structure of their organisation. This organisation also has its own social conventions: a sharing protocol derived from standard BitTorrent [8] and two norms
(N ormDL ). First norm limits agents’ network usage in percentage of its nominal bandwidth: normBWDL =“a peer cannot use more than maxBW bandwidth
percentage to share data”. This way, it prevents peers from massively using their
bandwidth to send/receive data to/from all other peers. Notice that a massive
network use, may saturate it, and therefore, it may delay all communications.
Second norm limits the number of peers to whom a peer can send the data:
normF RDL =“a peer cannot simultaneously send the data to > maxFR peers”.
On the other hand, in order to support the coordination of previous agents, we
add an Assistance layer to the described MAS. Currently, this support consists
in adapting domain-level’s organisation to changing circumstances. More precisely, it consists in adapting two DL’s organisational components: norms –see
section 4– and part of the social structure —by suggesting social relationships
among pairs of DL agents (rel_sugg), see [8]. These adaptations are performed
by a meta-level (M L) set of agents (AgML = {A1 . . . Am }) that play the role
assistant. Each assistant is in charge of a disjoint subset of AgDL (cluster).
In fact, assistants use an interface among both levels to collect local information about connection bandwidths and communication latencies (i.e. environment observable properties, EnvP ) and about who has the datum (i.e. agent
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observable properties, AgP ). In particular, each assistant counts on both detailed
information from its cluster and aggregated information from other clusters supplied by other assistants. They weight them to combine the information before
starting its own decision process —in current tests, each assistant gives the same
importance to its local information than to remote one.

4

Learning Norm Adaptation

As we mentioned, in P2P scenario, adapting norms to obtain desired system
outcomes is a complex task. Mainly, because there is no direct mapping between
norms and system’s behaviour. For instance, when updating a norm (e.g. increasing maxFR ), it is diﬃcult to foresee the eﬀect of organisational changes (e.g.
how many data messages will be transmitted), and it is even more complex to
anticipate system’s outcomes (e.g. the total time required to spread data). In
order to face this complexity, the meta-level uses a learning technique to decide
how to adapt domain-level norms depending on current system status. In particular, we apply a CBR [2] learning approach, to suggest norm updates (solution)
to a new system status (problem) based on similar previous situations (previous
cases). Our CBR approach is based on a heuristic that tries to align the amount
of serving/receiving capacity —see [7]. In fact, the heuristic itself is used by our
CBR to suggest a solution when no similar cases are found.
Case description. The description of a problem and its solution conforms a
case that can be stored as a previous case in a case base. The former (P rob)
is described by a set of attributes (Attribs) derived from measures perceived
through the interface —as they derive from observable measures, there are not
unknown attributes. In particular, we use the following discretised attributes to
describe a problem: srvCap, it indicates if there is enough serving capacity to
serve all receiving peers by comparing the bandwidth of all serving peers with
the bandwidth of all receiving peers (rcvBW); netSat, it estimates the network
saturation by comparing the actual receiving bandwidth of receiving peers and
their expected bandwidth (rcvExpBW = rcvBW · maxBW , since maxBW limits the data
injected towards receiving peers); wait, it reﬂects the amount of peers that
lack the datum and are not receiving it currently; sRatio, it indicates sources’
maximum ratio to spread the datum, thus it is derived from current friends’
norm; bwUsg, it indicates the bandwidth used by peers in their communications,
thus it is derived from current bandwidth limit norm. Besides, a solution is
described by two discrete attributes: vFR, it indicates how to update maxFR by
increasing one unit, decreasing one unit, keeping the same value or avoiding
inﬂuencing it (i.e. a blank ballot-paper ); vBW, it deﬁnes how to adapt maxBW by
setting it to 100%, keeping its value or dividing it by two.
CBR Cycle. There are four main phases [2]: retrieve, reuse, revise and retain.
The ﬁrst phase (retrieve) fetches the most similar cases (retrCases) from the
case base (caseBase) as illustrated in left side of Algorithm 1. It starts with
an empty list of cases and a minimum reference similarity (bestS) —see line
2. Then, it traverses the case base –line 3– computing the similarity (σ, see
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Algorithm 1. Retrieve(left&top-right) & Reuse(bottom-right)
phases.
01 def retrieve( newCase ):
02 retrCases = {} ; bestS = 0
03 foreach prevCase in caseBase:
04
s = σ ( prevCase.prb, newCase.prb )
05
if ( s > MIN_SIM ):
06
case ( s > bestS ):
07
retrCases = { prevCase }
08
bestS
= s
09
case ( s  bestS ):
10
retrCases=retrCases∪{prevCase}

11
12
13
14

if ( retrCases is empty ):
heuCase = Heuristic.solve(newCase)
retrCases = { heuCase }
return retrCases

01 def reuse( retrCases, newCase ):
02 if ( δ(retrCases) > MAX_DIV )
03
heuCase = Heuristic.solve(newCase)
04
retrCases = { heuCase }
05 sol = adapt( retrCases, newCase )
06 return Case( newCase.prb, sol )

below) of each previous case’s problem description (prevCase.prb) with the new
problem (newCase.prb) —line 4. In case this similarity is greater than a minimum trusted similarity (MIN_SIM) the case is a candidate to be retrieved —line
5. In particular, if this similarity is greater than any previous one –line 6– then
the previous case is the one to be retrieved —line 7. Alternatively, if the similarity is equal to previous greatest one –line 9– then current previous case is
collected with the rest of similar ones —line 10. In other words, it tries to return
the most similar previous case, although it can return more cases when they
have nearly the same similarity. However, if no previous case has the minimum
trusted similarity to consider it is representative enough to adapt its solution
to the new problem –line 11–, the algorithm executes the heuristic –line 12–
to solve this unknown problem.Finally, in both cases the cases are returned —
line 14. The case similarity function (σ) among two problems (px , py ∈ P rob)
consists on computing the attribute similarity function (ςi ) among correspondpy
px
ing values of the same attribute
them in a
i ) to aggregate
 (ai , ai  ∈σ Attrib
p   σ
wi = 1. In orweighted manner: σ(px , py ) = i∈Attribs wi · ςi (api x , ai y ) ,
der to compute this attribute similarity function (ςi ), we deﬁne a label distance
function (λi ) that provides a numeric distance among two discrete labels (e.g.
λwaiting (NONE, NONE) = 0, λwaiting (NONE, FEW) = 1, λwaiting (NONE, A_LOT) = 2).
In fact, we regard discrete labels as an ordered set of equidistant values. Then,
] to the [0..1]
we deﬁne ςi as an inverse mapping from labels’s distance [0..λMAX
i
p

py

λ (apx ,a

)

i
i
interval: ςi (api x , ai y ) = 1 − i λM
. In sum, in both similarity functions (σ, ςi ),
AX
i
a 0 means no coincidence at all and a 1 means that the items are equal.
From retrieved cases, the second CBR phase (reuse) employs their solutions
to build a new one for the current case. In case there is more than one similar
case, we count on a divergence function (δ) to compute the divergence among
them —it is the standard deviation of vFR discrete values converted into integers,
since in our experiments vBW was correlated with it. Thus, reuse phase starts by
checking if the divergence of retrieved cases is greater than a maximum trusted
divergence (MAX_DIV) —see line 2 in right side of Algorithm 1. In such a case,
it considers that previous cases’ solutions are too contradictory to provide a
good single solution. Hence, the heuristic is used –lines 3-4. Once there is a
set of slightly divergent previous cases –notice that a single previous case has
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no divergence– it adapts their solution to the current problem —line 5. This
task can take into account (i) all retrieved solutions but also (ii) the diﬀerences
between the retrieved problems and the current one. In current implementation,
our adapt function uses only the former (i). In particular, it returns a solution
composed by the most frequent vFR and the most frequent vBW. In case there is a
tie, the less conservative actions (i.e. change values) have priority over the more
conservative ones (i.e. keep the same values) —since they may make the system
evolve in a diﬀerent way and avoid a tie in a subsequent adaptation process.
Next, the third phase (revise) requires a way to evaluate the solution, but
current performance measure (total time) is unknown until the end of execution
—i.e. there is a credit assignment problem [13]. As we are working on this topic
in the P2P scenario, current implementation has only the fourth phase (retain).
It consists on storing only the new previous cases returned by the heuristic.
This way, the case base grows every time the heuristic is used —when we implement the third phase, the system will revise its adapted solutions and retain
them if they are representative enough. After each assistant computes a convenient update for norm parameters using CBR, all of them agree on their actual
modiﬁcation using a voting approach —in case there is a tie, parameters are
not modiﬁed. Finally, each assistant sends to its domain-level agents the norms
if they have been modiﬁed —in current implementation peers do not violate
norms but they adapt their behaviour when receiving a new norm speciﬁcation.
As applying norm changes has an associated cost –e.g. cancelling some started
data transmissions–, the norm adaptation process is performed at an empirically
tested time interval (adaptinterv ) speciﬁed in next section.

5

Empirical Evaluation

In order to test our approach, we have implemented a P2P MAS simulator. This
simulator is implemented in Repast Simphony [1] and provides diﬀerent facilities
to execute tests and analyse results. As it simulates both agents and network
components, it allows to execute diﬀerent sharing methods with identical initial
conditions. Thus, we have performed several tests on BitTorrent and 2-LAMA
approaches to empirically evaluate our proposal’s performance. The evaluated
approaches in this work are: a single-piece version of the standard BitTorrent
protocol (BT, it is detailed in [8]), our architecture using always an heuristic to
adapt norms (2L.a) and our approach using learning techniques (2L.b). In order
to make a fair comparison –see [8]– among BT and 2-LAMA, we have used
the following initial norm parameters: maxBW = 100%, maxFR = 3. These norms
are adapted at intervals of adaptinterv = 50 time steps. The learning approach,
2L.b, uses 0.8 as the minimum similarity threshold (i.e. MIN_SIM=0.8) and 1 as
the maximum divergence threshold (i.e. MAX_DIV=1) —both values come from an
empirical study. Notice that in this approach, assistants start with an empty case
base and use the heuristic to generate an initial case. Later, if a problem is similar
to previous ones, they reuse their knowledge instead of using the heuristic.
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We have tested all three methods by varying the peer that initially has the
datum —we call round to a single execution with the data in a certain initial
position. In subsequent rounds, 2L.b’s assistants already know some previous
cases since case base is kept when sharing more data among the same agent
community. This process is repeated until the data has been initially in all peers
(multiple-round ). Due to the random nature of the BT –some served peers are
selected haphazardly–, the results show the average of executing a multiple-round
50 times (i.e. 12 × 50 = 600 rounds, where the 12 corresponds to all possible
initial data positions in a round, and the 50 corresponds to repeat the unique
multiple-round). In contrast, a multiple-round does not need to be repeated when
using 2-LAMA methods, because they do not present random issues. However,
as assistants in 2L.b learn at each round, the order of initial data positions
inﬂuences this approach. Thus, 2L.b results show the average of executing this
alternative on 50 random multiple-rounds (i.e. 12 × 50 = 600 rounds, where the
50 corresponds to diﬀerent multiple-rounds with distinct order of 12 initial data
positions). Table 1 shows the average per round of the following metrics: time
as the total time required to spread the datum among all peers; cNet which is
the network cost consumed by all messages (each message cost is computed as
its length times the number of links it traverses); h as the average number of
links traversed by each message (hops); data as the total number of sent data
messages; and cML that is the cost of all messages related with the meta-level
—i.e. all messages sent to or by assistants. Notice that the data metric refers to
all data messages, although some of them may not be totally transmitted if: (i)
a destination peer sends a cancel message to its source peer because it found a
better source or (ii) a peer stops sending data to fulﬁl an updated normF RDL .
If we compare the performance of both BT and 2-LAMA approaches, we see
that our proposals require less time to share the datum. This means that it takes
longer when there is no assistance despite the additional communication with the
meta-level required by the assisted approach. In contrast, the network cost (cNet )
is larger in 2-LAMA. This means that, in our approaches network is intensively
used along the whole execution without achieving saturation —otherwise, time
would increase. Our proposal requires more communication because: (i) it has
extra communications due to the meta-level, (ii) it sends more data messages,
and (iii) it initially measures latencies to adapt DL’s social structure. Having a
meta-level (i) implies that coordination messages are exchanged among domainlevel agents and assistants and also between assistants. However, the derived
network overload (cML) is small since these control messages are very small
compared with data messages. On the contrary, (ii) having more data messages
(data) consume a signiﬁcant amount of network resources. These extra data
messages are created because 2-LAMA peers compare data sources by retrieving
some data from them —they replace their current data source whenever they ﬁnd
a faster one. Thus, we expect to minimise this network consumption when dealing
with more than one piece of data, since peers could compare sources depending
on previous retrieved pieces. Besides, latency measurements (iii) represent up to
a 20% of the network cost increment. Notice, though, that these measures are
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used to improve system-wide data-paths —by suggesting certain neighbours to
each domain-level agent. Regarding the number of links traversed by messages
(h), our approaches have more local communications than BT. This is convenient
because local messages have lower latencies and costs.
Overall, results show that our learning approach (2L.b) outperforms our heuristic approach (2L.a) and the BT one, since it requires less time. This means that
our heuristic performs a good estimation of the mapping between system status,
norms and outcomes, but it can be enhanced. In fact, our current CBR implementation is already improving this estimation.

6

Conclusions

Our vision is to endow the system with adaptation capabilities instead of expecting its agents to increase their behaviour complexity. Thus, we propose to add a
meta-level that adapts a MAS organisation as a type of assistance to the coordination of its participants. Particularly, this paper applies CBR to perform such
a task. It illustrates this approach in a P2P scenario, providing in-depth details
about the adaptation of norms in this scenario. Moreover, it empirically compares this approach to the BitTorrent protocol —widely used in this scenario.
As future work, we plan to go further in CBR methodology (e.g. evaluating
solutions in a revise phase) and open MAS issues (e.g. entering/leaving agents).
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